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(57) Abrégé/Abstract:
An illustrative embodiment of a computer-implemented process for identifying session identification information initiates a recording, performs an operation sequence of interest while recording and ceases recording. Responsive to a determination the
(57) **Abstract (continued):**

operation sequence of interest was successful, the computer-implemented process saves information from the operation sequence of interest as recorded information and responsive to a determination a same operation sequence of interest was recorded, compares the recorded information from each operation sequence of interest, identifies differences in the recorded information to form identified differences and constructs a session identifier using the identified differences.
ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE

An illustrative embodiment of a computer-implemented process for identifying session identification information initiates a recording, performs an operation sequence of interest while recording and ceases recording. Responsive to a determination the operation sequence of interest was successful, the computer-implemented process saves information from the operation sequence of interest as recorded information and responsive to a determination a same operation sequence of interest was recorded, compares the recorded information from each operation sequence of interest, identifies differences in the recorded information to form identified differences and constructs a session identifier using the identified differences.
IDENTIFYING SESSION IDENTIFICATION INFORMATION

BACKGROUND

1. Technical Field:

[0001] This disclosure relates generally to session information in a data processing system and more specifically to identifying session identification information in the data processing system.

2. Description of the Related Art:

[0002] A typical problem arising when automatically crawling a website, is having an ability to detect session identifiers. When a client fails to provide correct session identifiers a web application will terminate the session and the crawl operation will result in poor application coverage.

[0003] Session identifiers can be transmitted as part of request parameters, cookies or other dynamic elements, for example, path constructions resulting from URL rewriting operations.

[0004] Current solutions for problems associated with session identification are typically less reliable because the solutions use heuristics including known session identifier name patterns, entropy of the value, and other heuristics. Issues associated with the current approaches include a reliance on expert knowledge to create the identifiers, and a dependency on common practices of servers to populate identifier values.

[0005] Although current detection methods can prove effective the methods typically do not cover all the cases. For example, when performing a URL rewriting operation session identifiers with a relevant value are passed in the request path such as the path
sample of: GET /S(120f40vfqyogf34f)/home.asp HTTP/1.1 which is a non-standard or private method of transferring session information. Using the example a web crawler must be pre-configured to detect and identify the session identifier value. Because such implementations are left to the creativity of web application developers maintaining a reliable set of heuristics to identify URL rewriting session identifiers is typically impossible other than for the web application developers of the specific application.

[0006] In addition, since the session identifier values are part of a path the values can be easily confused with folder names influencing navigation of a site. A web crawler might become stuck in an endless loop because there could be an infinite set of values for the session id path element. Constructs as provided in the example can occur anywhere in a request and are very common in implementations using Web 2.0 technologies, for example Ajax callbacks.

SUMMARY

[0007] According to one embodiment, a computer-implemented process for identifying session identification information initiates a recording, performs an operation sequence of interest while recording and ceases recording. Responsive to a determination the operation sequence of interest was successful, the computer-implemented process saves information from the operation sequence of interest as recorded information and responsive to a determination a same operation sequence of interest was recorded, compares the recorded information from each operation sequence of interest, identifies differences in the recorded information to form identified differences and constructs a session identifier using the identified differences.

[0008] According to another embodiment, a computer program product for identifying session identification information comprises a computer recordable-type media containing computer executable program code stored thereon. The computer executable program code comprises computer executable program code for initiating a recording, computer executable program code for performing an operation sequence of interest
while recording, computer executable program code for ceasing recording, computer executable program code responsive to a determination the operation sequence of interest was successful, for saving information from the operation sequence of interest as recorded information, computer executable program code for responsive to a determination a same operation sequence of interest was recorded, for comparing the recorded information from each operation sequence of interest, computer executable program code for identifying differences in the recorded information to form identified differences and computer executable program code for constructing a session identifier using the identified differences.

[0009] According to another embodiment, an apparatus for identifying session identification information comprises a communications fabric, a memory connected to the communications fabric, wherein the memory contains computer executable program code, a communications unit connected to the communications fabric, an input/output unit connected to the communications fabric, a display connected to the communications fabric and a processor unit connected to the communications fabric. The processor unit executes the computer executable program code to direct the apparatus to initiate a recording, perform an operation sequence of interest while recording, and cease recording. Responsive to a determination the operation sequence of interest was successful, the processor unit further executes the computer executable program code to direct the apparatus to save information from the operation sequence of interest as recorded information and responsive to a determination a same operation sequence of interest was recorded, compare the recorded information from each operation sequence of interest, identify differences in the recorded information to form identified differences and construct a session identifier using the identified differences.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE SEVERAL VIEWS OF THE DRAWINGS

[0010] For a more complete understanding of this disclosure, reference is now made to the following brief description, taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings and detailed description, wherein like reference numerals represent like parts.

[0011] **Figure 1** is a block diagram of an exemplary data processing system network operable for various embodiments of the disclosure;

[0012] **Figure 2** is a block diagram of an exemplary data processing system operable for various embodiments of the disclosure;

[0013] **Figure 3** is a block diagram of components of a session identification information system, in accordance with various embodiments of the disclosure;

[0014] **Figure 4** is a textual representation of operation sequences, in accordance with various embodiments of the disclosure; and

[0015] **Figure 5** is a flowchart of a process for identifying session identification information using the system of **Figure 3**, in accordance with one embodiment of the disclosure.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0016] Although an illustrative implementation of one or more embodiments is provided below, the disclosed systems and/or methods may be implemented using any number of techniques. This disclosure should in no way be limited to the illustrative implementations, drawings, and techniques illustrated below, including the exemplary designs and implementations illustrated and described herein, but may be modified within the scope of the appended claims along with their full scope of equivalents.

[0017] As will be appreciated by one skilled in the art, aspects of the present disclosure may be embodied as a system, method or computer program product. Accordingly, aspects of the present disclosure may take the form of an entirely hardware embodiment, an entirely software embodiment (including firmware, resident software, micro-code, etc.) or an embodiment combining software and hardware aspects that may all generally be referred to herein as a “circuit,” “module,” or “system.” Furthermore, aspects of the present invention may take the form of a computer program product embodied in one or more computer readable medium(s) having computer readable program code embodied thereon.

[0018] Any combination of one or more computer-readable medium(s) may be utilized. The computer-readable medium may be a computer-readable signal medium or a computer-readable storage medium. A computer-readable storage medium may be, for example, but not limited to, an electronic, magnetic, optical, electromagnetic, infrared, or semiconductor system, apparatus, or device, or any suitable combination of the foregoing. More specific examples (a non-exhaustive list) of the computer-readable storage medium would include the following: an electrical connection having one or more wires, a portable computer diskette, a hard disk, a random access memory (RAM), a read-only memory (ROM), an erasable programmable read-only memory (EPROM or Flash memory), an optical fiber, a portable compact disc read-only memory (CDROM), an optical storage device, or a magnetic storage device or any suitable combination of the
The foregoing. In the context of this document, a computer-readable storage medium may be any tangible medium that can contain, or store a program for use by or in connection with an instruction execution system, apparatus, or device.

[0019] A computer-readable signal medium may include a propagated data signal with the computer-readable program code embodied therein, for example, either in baseband or as part of a carrier wave. Such a propagated signal may take a variety of forms, including but not limited to electro-magnetic, optical or any suitable combination thereof. A computer readable signal medium may be any computer readable medium that is not a computer readable storage medium and that can communicate, propagate, or transport a program for use by or in connection with an instruction execution system, apparatus, or device.

[0020] Program code embodied on a computer-readable medium may be transmitted using any appropriate medium, including but not limited to wireless, wire line, optical fiber cable, RF, etc. or any suitable combination of the foregoing.

[0021] Computer program code for carrying out operations for aspects of the present disclosure may be written in any combination of one or more programming languages, including an object oriented programming language such as Java®, Smalltalk, C++, or the like and conventional procedural programming languages, such as the "C" programming language or similar programming languages. Java and all Java-based trademarks and logos are trademarks or registered trademarks of Oracle and/or its affiliates. The program code may execute entirely on the user's computer, partly on the user's computer, as a stand-alone software package, partly on the user's computer and partly on a remote computer or entirely on the remote computer or server. In the latter scenario, the remote computer may be connected to the user's computer through any type of network, including a local area network (LAN) or a wide area network (WAN), or the connection may be made to an external computer (for example, through the Internet using an Internet Service Provider).
[0022] Aspects of the present disclosure are described below with reference to flowchart illustrations and/or block diagrams of methods, apparatus, (systems), and computer program products according to embodiments of the invention. It will be understood that each block of the flowchart illustrations and/or block diagrams, and combinations of blocks in the flowchart illustrations and/or block diagrams, can be implemented by computer program instructions.

[0023] These computer program instructions may be provided to a processor of a general purpose computer, special purpose computer, or other programmable data processing apparatus to produce a machine, such that the instructions, which execute via the processor of the computer or other programmable data processing apparatus, create means for implementing the functions/acts specified in the flowchart and/or block diagram block or blocks.

[0024] These computer program instructions may also be stored in a computer readable medium that can direct a computer or other programmable data processing apparatus to function in a particular manner, such that the instructions stored in the computer readable medium produce an article of manufacture including instructions which implement the function/act specified in the flowchart and/or block diagram block or blocks.

[0025] The computer program instructions may also be loaded onto a computer or other programmable data processing apparatus to cause a series of operational steps to be performed on the computer or other programmable apparatus to produce a computer-implemented process such that the instructions which execute on the computer or other programmable apparatus provide processes for implementing the functions/acts specified in the flowchart and/or block diagram block or blocks.

[0026] With reference now to the figures and in particular with reference to Figures 1-2, exemplary diagrams of data processing environments are provided in which illustrative embodiments may be implemented. It should be appreciated that Figures 1-2 are only
exemplary and are not intended to assert or imply any limitation with regard to the environments in which different embodiments may be implemented. Many modifications to the depicted environments may be made.

[0027] Figure 1 depicts a pictorial representation of a network of data processing systems in which illustrative embodiments may be implemented. Network data processing system 100 is a network of computers in which the illustrative embodiments may be implemented. Network data processing system 100 contains network 102, which is the medium used to provide communications links between various devices and computers connected together within network data processing system 100. Network 102 may include connections, such as wire, wireless communication links, or fiber optic cables.

[0028] In the depicted example, server 104 and server 106 connect to network 102 along with storage unit 108. In addition, clients 110, 112, and 114 connect to network 102. Clients 110, 112, and 114 may be, for example, personal computers or network computers. In the depicted example, server 104 provides data, such as boot files, operating system images, and applications to clients 110, 112, and 114. Clients 110, 112, and 114 are clients to server 104 in this example. Network data processing system 100 may include additional servers, clients, and other devices not shown.

[0029] In the depicted example, network data processing system 100 is the Internet with network 102 representing a worldwide collection of networks and gateways that use the Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) suite of protocols to communicate with one another. At the heart of the Internet is a backbone of high-speed data communication lines between major nodes or host computers, consisting of thousands of commercial, governmental, educational and other computer systems that route data and messages. Of course, network data processing system 100 also may be implemented as a number of different types of networks, such as for example, an intranet,
a local area network (LAN), or a wide area network (WAN). **Figure 1** is intended as an example, and not as an architectural limitation for the different illustrative embodiments.

**[0030]** With reference to **Figure 2** a block diagram of an exemplary data processing system operable for various embodiments of the disclosure is presented. In this illustrative example, data processing system 200 includes communications fabric 202, which provides communications between processor unit 204, memory 206, persistent storage 208, communications unit 210, input/output (I/O) unit 212, and display 214.

**[0031]** Processor unit 204 serves to execute instructions for software that may be loaded into memory 206. Processor unit 204 may be a set of one or more processors or may be a multi-processor core, depending on the particular implementation. Further, processor unit 204 may be implemented using one or more heterogeneous processor systems in which a main processor is present with secondary processors on a single chip. As another illustrative example, processor unit 204 may be a symmetric multi-processor system containing multiple processors of the same type.

**[0032]** Memory 206 and persistent storage 208 are examples of storage devices 216. A storage device is any piece of hardware that is capable of storing information, such as, for example without limitation, data, program code in functional form, and/or other suitable information either on a temporary basis and/or a permanent basis. Memory 206, in these examples, may be, for example, a random access memory or any other suitable volatile or non-volatile storage device. Persistent storage 208 may take various forms depending on the particular implementation. For example, persistent storage 208 may contain one or more components or devices. For example, persistent storage 208 may be a hard drive, a flash memory, a rewritable optical disk, a rewritable magnetic tape, or some combination of the above. The media used by persistent storage 208 also may be removable. For example, a removable hard drive may be used for persistent storage 208.
Communications unit 210, in these examples, provides for communications with other data processing systems or devices. In these examples, communications unit 210 is a network interface card. Communications unit 210 may provide communications through the use of either or both physical and wireless communications links.

Input/output unit 212 allows for input and output of data with other devices that may be connected to data processing system 200. For example, input/output unit 212 may provide a connection for user input through a keyboard, a mouse, and/or some other suitable input device. Further, input/output unit 212 may send output to a printer. Display 214 provides a mechanism to display information to a user.

Instructions for the operating system, applications and/or programs may be located in storage devices 216, which are in communication with processor unit 204 through communications fabric 202. In these illustrative examples the instructions are in a functional form on persistent storage 208. These instructions may be loaded into memory 206 for execution by processor unit 204. The processes of the different embodiments may be performed by processor unit 204 using computer-implemented instructions, which may be located in a memory, such as memory 206.

These instructions are referred to as program code, computer usable program code, or computer readable program code that may be read and executed by a processor in processor unit 204. The program code in the different embodiments may be embodied on different physical or tangible computer readable media, such as memory 206 or persistent storage 208.

Program code 218 is located in a functional form on computer readable media 220 that is selectively removable and may be loaded onto or transferred to data processing system 200 for execution by processor unit 204. Program code 218 and computer readable media 220 form computer program product 222 in these examples. In one example, computer readable media 220 may be in a tangible form, such as, for example,
an optical or magnetic disc that is inserted or placed into a drive or other device that is part of persistent storage 208 for transfer onto a storage device, such as a hard drive that is part of persistent storage 208. In a tangible form, computer readable media 220 also may take the form of a persistent storage, such as a hard drive, a thumb drive, or a flash memory that is connected to data processing system 200. The tangible form of computer readable media 220 is also referred to as computer recordable storage media. In some instances, computer readable media 220 may not be removable.

[0038] Alternatively, program code 218 may be transferred to data processing system 200 from computer readable media 220 through a communications link to communications unit 210 and/or through a connection to input/output unit 212. The communications link and/or the connection may be physical or wireless in the illustrative examples. The computer readable media also may take the form of non-tangible media, such as communications links or wireless transmissions containing the program code.

[0039] In some illustrative embodiments, program code 218 may be downloaded over a network to persistent storage 208 from another device or data processing system for use within data processing system 200. For instance, program code stored in a computer readable storage medium in a server data processing system may be downloaded over a network from the server to data processing system 200. The data processing system providing program code 218 may be a server computer, a client computer, or some other device capable of storing and transmitting program code 218.

[0040] Using data processing system 200 of Figure 2 as an example, a computer-implemented process for identifying session identification information is presented. Processor unit 204 initiates a recording, performs an operation sequence of interest while recording and ceases recording. Processor 204 may receive the operation sequence of interest using communications unit 210, or input/output unit 212 or display 214. Responsive to a determination the operation sequence of interest was successful; processor 204 saves information from the operation sequence of interest as recorded
information using storage devices 216. Responsive to a determination a same operation sequence of interest was recorded, processor 204 compares the recorded information from each operation sequence of interest, identifies differences in the recorded information to form identified differences and constructs a session identifier using the identified differences. The session identifier may be sent to a user on client 110 using network 102 of data processing 100 both of Figure 1.

[0041] In another example, a computer-implemented process, using program code 218 stored in memory 206 or as a computer program product 222, for identifying session identification information comprises a computer recordable storage media, such as computer readable media 220, containing computer executable program code stored thereon. The computer executable program code comprises computer executable program code for identifying session identification information.

[0042] With reference to Figure 3, a block diagram of a session identification system, in accordance with one embodiment of the disclosure is presented. Session identification system 300 is an example of an embodiment of system for identifying session identifiers.

[0043] Session identification system 300 leverages a supporting data processing system such as data processing system 200 of Figure 2 within a network of data processing systems such as network data processing system 100 of Figure 1. Session identification system 300 includes a number of components including operation sequence recorder 302, sequence data structure store 304, configuration file 306, scanner 308, comparator 310 and session identifier constructor 312. Session identification system 300 may include optional components of operation sequence player 314 and operation sequence monitor 316.

[0044] Operation sequence recorder 302 provides a capability of recording a set of elements comprising an operation or a set of operations containing information used in determining existence of a session identifier. A set comprises one or more elements or
operations. The operation sequence recorder is activated manually or programmatically to save information associated with an operation of interest. Data comprising an operation of interest in the form of an operation sequence is saved in sequence data structure store 304 for subsequent processing. Sequence data structure store 304 represents a memory suitable for storing and retrieving data in a machine-readable form. In one embodiment operation sequence recorder 302 is a typical web crawler from which is received operation sequence information for storage. In another embodiment operation sequence recorder 302 may be implemented as a standalone sequence recorder specific to the disclosed process.

[0045] Configuration file 306 provides a capability of containing information used to control processing of information in an operation sequence saved in sequence data structure store 304. For example, configuration file 306 contains information including path delimiters, operation identifiers and associated patterns. Scanner 308 parses operation sequence data retrieved from sequence data structure store 304 using information from configuration file 306.

[0046] Comparator 310 provides a capability to compare scanned or parsed operation sequence information to identify difference information. Difference information is identified between information representing same operation sequences recorded at different times. Comparator 310 uses information contained within configuration file 306 to control processing of inputs received from operations of interest. For example, path delimiter information from configuration file 306 may be used to identify characters separating elements of a path used in a logion sequence of interest.

[0047] Session identifier constructor 312 provides a capability for using difference information to construct session identifier information suitable for use by a web crawler. Information from configuration file 306 is used to provide a template for constructing a session identifier enabling differing formats to be used should a web crawler need a particular format.
[0048] Operation sequence player 314 is an optional component providing a capability of replaying a previously recorded operation sequence. For example, when a login sequence is recorded using operation sequence recorder 302 and stored as recorded information in sequence data structure 304, the stored information may be replayed to provide a second operation sequence suitable for recording without user intervention.

[0049] Operation sequence monitor 316 provides a capability to programmatically review operation sequences and fire an event. For example, should a predetermined operation of interest occur, such as a login sequence, operation sequence monitor 316 activates operation sequence recorder 302 without user interaction.

[0050] With reference to Figure 4, a textual representation of operation sequences, in accordance with one embodiment of the disclosure is presented. Operation sequences 400 are examples using a pair same login sequences recorded at different points in time.

[0051] The two recorded login sequences referred to as sequence 1 402 and sequence 2 404 comprise a set of operations of operations 406 and operations 416 respectively. Referring to sequence 1 402, request 2 412 contains a value 408 that proceeds the /bank path element. Request 2 412 also contains a value of the PHPSESSIONID cookie that is the same value as a value 410 of the PHPSESSIONID cookie in request 1. A user name and password combination 414 is also provided in request 2 412.

[0052] Sequence 2 404 corresponds with sequence 1 402 having a similar set of operations 416. Request 2 420 contains a value 418 that proceeds the /bank path element. Request 2 420 also contains a value of the PHPSESSIONID cookie that is the same value as a value 422 of the PHPSESSIONID cookie in request 1. A user name and password combination 424 is also provided in request 2 420.

[0053] Looking at the differences between the two login sessions of sequence 1 402 and sequence 2 404 value 408 and value 418 proceeding the /bank path element in each is
dynamically generated. In addition the value of the `PHPSESSIONID` cookie, value 410 and value 422 also changes between the two login sequences.

[0054] Analyzing the body of request 2 412 and request 2 420 reveals parameters sent using a non-standard way. Although each request is a `POST` operation, the operation could have not been generated through submission of a normal hypertext markup language form. The request was probably generated using an Ajax callback routine using a format of `[/<parameter_name>]/[<parameter_value>]`. From the parameters provided the value of the `sessionid` parameter changes while `user name` and `password` 414 of request 2 412 and `user name` and `password` 424 of request 2 420 remain the same.

[0055] With reference to Figure 5, a flowchart of a process for identifying session identification, in accordance with one embodiment of the disclosure is presented. Process 500 is an example of a workflow process using the session identification system 300 of Figure 3.

[0056] Process 500 assumes two recordings of a same operation sequence, for example a log-in sequence, are done on a same website, using a same user input (for example, same user name and password) and same user actions. Failure to meet this requirement leads to invalid results. A session is also invalidated between recording actions or a second recording action will occur when the crawling has reached an out of session state.

[0057] Process 500 starts step (502) and initiates a recording (step 504). A recording operation is started to capture operation sequence information. Process 500 performs an operation sequence of interest (step 506). The operation sequence of interest is performed while a recording is active to capture information associated with the operation activity. Upon completion of the operation sequence of interest, process 500 ceases recording (step 508). As previously stated the recording could be performed by a web crawler from which is received information representing the operation sequence of interest or alternatively a recording of information could be performed directly.
[0058] A determination is made by process 500 as to whether the operation sequence of interest was successful (step 510). Responsive to a determination that the operation sequence of interest was successful, process 500 saves information received from the operation sequence of interest as recorded information (step 512). For example, when the operation sequence of interest represents a login sequence, a determination as to whether the login was successful is made. Responsive to a determination that the operation sequence of interest was not successful, process 500 terminates (step 524).

[0059] Process 500 determines whether a same operation sequence of interest was recorded (step 514). Responsive to a determination that the same operation sequence of interest was not recorded process 500 terminates the previous operation sequence of interest (step 522) and returns to perform step 504 as before thereby performing a second instance of the previous operation sequence of interest. Termination ensures the session (or other possible consequences on the server side) created by the first recording is terminated enabling a second instance to have a clean start. For example, when the operation sequence of interest is a login, terminating comprises a logout operation before returning to perform a second instance of a login.

[0060] Responsive to a determination that the same operation sequence of interest was recorded process 500 compares the recorded information from each operation sequence of interest (step 516). The comparison separates all elements of each respective operation sequence. For example path elements are separated using predefined path delimiters such as those found in the configuration file. In a similar manner parameter values of each respective operation sequence are separated, using body delimiter information contained in the configuration file. Identifying the delimiters is important because two values of the same session identifier might contain a common substring across different logins, for example, in a substring of /23454 and a substring of /23754. The comparison is performed using corresponding elements of the two instances of the operation sequence of interest.
[0061] A capability of identifying all parameters and cookies tracked by the crawling engine is required to successfully perform a scan. Typical solutions miss a point that session identifiers used by a website are by definition unique to a session, and therefore used to uniquely identify sessions. This applies to any request component regardless of the place or time when the request component is constructed. However when the website is poorly designed, this assumption may be violated in which case the website is exposed to session fixation attacks. However, even in this case, the web crawler does not treat that request entity as dynamic because the request entity does not change.

[0062] There is also a case in which a session identifier maintains a same value for subsequent sessions but will expire after a period of time (session timeout). In this case process 500 can be reapplied as in step 504 after the session has expired and the session identifier can be identified in this way. In the example of login sequences, all corresponding operation sequence components recorded during two different instances of login sequences are compared. As a result of this comparison, any corresponding variable that changes values between these two different login sequences is flagged, as a session identifier a crawling engine needs to track. Conversely, any corresponding variable that is not different between the two sequences recorded is not considered part of the session identifier set.

[0063] Upon comparing the information process 500 identifies differences in the recorded information to form identified differences (step 518). The elements that change from one operation sequence of interest to another same operation sequence of interest form the identified difference.

[0064] Process 500 constructs a session identifier entity using the identified differences (step 520) with process 500 terminating thereafter (step 524). The session identifier entities are constructed using information contained in the configuration file to ensure the crawler can handle the constructs accordingly.
[0065] In an alternative example using a login sequence as an operation sequence of interest a need for a user to perform a login operation twice can be removed, using operation sequence recorder 302 of Figure 2 for recording user actions and optional operation sequence player 314 to replay the recorded actions. In a further example, detection of operations of interest can be programmatically managed using operation sequence monitor 316 of Figure 3. Use of the components further enhances the user experience. The comparison step of process 500 is generalized beyond the login sequence of the example to a set of operations performed by a user while crawling including multi-step operations such as buying an item in a virtual store. The generalized comparison enables the crawler using corresponding elements of operation sequences of interest to identify those instances when session identifiers unexpectedly change value.

[0066] Thus is presented in an illustrative embodiment a computer-implemented process for identifying session identification information. The computer-implemented process initiates a recording, performs an operation sequence of interest while recording and ceases recording. Responsive to a determination the operation sequence of interest was successful, the computer-implemented process saves information from the operation sequence of interest as recorded information and responsive to a determination a same operation sequence of interest was recorded, compares the recorded information from each operation sequence of interest, identifies differences in the recorded information to form identified differences and constructs a session identifier using the identified differences.

[0067] The flowchart and block diagrams in the figures illustrate the architecture, functionality, and operation of possible implementations of systems, methods, and computer program products according to various embodiments of the present invention. In this regard, each block in the flowchart or block diagrams may represent a module, segment, or portion of code, which comprises one or more executable instructions for implementing a specified logical function. It should also be noted that, in some alternative implementations, the functions noted in the block might occur out of the order
noted in the figures. For example, two blocks shown in succession may, in fact, be executed substantially concurrently, or the blocks may sometimes be executed in the reverse order, depending upon the functionality involved. It will also be noted that each block of the block diagrams and/or flowchart illustration, and combinations of blocks in the block diagrams and/or flowchart illustration, can be implemented by special purpose hardware-based systems that perform the specified functions or acts, or combinations of special purpose hardware and computer instructions.

[0068] The corresponding structures, materials, acts, and equivalents of all means or step plus function elements in the claims below are intended to include any structure, material, or act for performing the function in combination with other claimed elements as specifically claimed. The description of the present invention has been presented for purposes of illustration and description, but is not intended to be exhaustive or limited to the invention in the form disclosed. Many modifications and variations will be apparent to those of ordinary skill in the art without departing from the scope and spirit of the invention. The embodiment was chosen and described in order to best explain the principles of the invention and the practical application, and to enable others of ordinary skill in the art to understand the invention for various embodiments with various modifications as are suited to the particular use contemplated.

[0069] The invention can take the form of an entirely hardware embodiment, an entirely software embodiment or an embodiment containing both hardware and software elements. In a preferred embodiment, the invention is implemented in software, which includes but is not limited to firmware, resident software, microcode, and other software media that may be recognized by one skilled in the art.

[0070] It is important to note that while the present invention has been described in the context of a fully functioning data processing system, those of ordinary skill in the art will appreciate that the processes of the present invention are capable of being distributed in the form of a computer readable medium of instructions and a variety of forms and that
the present invention applies equally regardless of the particular type of signal bearing media actually used to carry out the distribution. Examples of computer readable media include recordable-type media, such as a floppy disk, a hard disk drive, a RAM, CD-ROMs, DVD-ROMs, and transmission-type media, such as digital and analog communications links, wired or wireless communications links using transmission forms, such as, for example, radio frequency and light wave transmissions. The computer readable media may take the form of coded formats that are decoded for actual use in a particular data processing system.

[0071] A data processing system suitable for storing and/or executing program code will include at least one processor coupled directly or indirectly to memory elements through a system bus. The memory elements can include local memory employed during actual execution of the program code, bulk storage, and cache memories which provide temporary storage of at least some program code in order to reduce the number of times code must be retrieved from bulk storage during execution.

[0072] Input/output or I/O devices (including but not limited to keyboards, displays, pointing devices, etc.) can be coupled to the system either directly or through intervening I/O controllers.

[0073] Network adapters may also be coupled to the system to enable the data processing system to become coupled to other data processing systems or remote printers or storage devices through intervening private or public networks. Modems, cable modems, and Ethernet cards are just a few of the currently available types of network adapters.

[0074] The description of the present invention has been presented for purposes of illustration and description, and is not intended to be exhaustive or limited to the invention in the form disclosed. Many modifications and variations will be apparent to those of ordinary skill in the art. The embodiment was chosen and described in order to
best explain the principles of the invention, the practical application, and to enable others of ordinary skill in the art to understand the invention for various embodiments with various modifications as are suited to the particular use contemplated.
CLAIMS:

What is claimed is:

1. A computer-implemented process for identifying session identification information, the computer-implemented process comprising:
   - initiating a recording;
   - performing an operation sequence of interest while recording;
   - ceasing recording;
   - responsive to a determination the operation sequence of interest was successful, saving information from the operation sequence of interest as recorded information;
   - responsive to a determination a same operation sequence of interest was recorded, comparing the recorded information from each operation sequence of interest;
   - identifying differences in the recorded information to form identified differences;
   and
   - constructing a session identifier using the identified differences.

2. The computer-implemented process of claim 1 wherein initiating a recording further comprises:
   - selecting initiation from one of a manual initiation and a programmatic initiation, wherein programmatic initiation further comprises monitoring for the operation sequence of interest and responsive to detection of the operation sequence of interest initiating the recording.

3. The computer-implemented process of claim 1 wherein performing an operation sequence of interest while recording further comprises:
   - performing a login sequence while recording;
   - logging out; and
   - replaying the login sequence to record a same login sequence, wherein the same login sequence is performed without user intervention.
4. The computer-implemented process of claim 1 wherein performing an operation sequence of interest while recording further comprises:
   performing a set of operations by a user while crawling wherein the set of operations comprises one or more operations, including multi-step operations.

5. The computer-implemented process of claim 1 wherein responsive to a determination the same operation sequence of interest was not recorded, terminating a previous operation sequence of interest and initiating recording.

6. The computer-implemented process of claim 1 wherein identifying differences in the recorded information to form identified differences further comprises:
   separating all elements of each operation sequence of interest in the recorded information using predefined information, including path delimiters and body delimiters contained in a configuration file; and
   comparing corresponding elements of the recorded information from each operation sequence of interest.

7. The computer-implemented process of claim 1 wherein constructing a session identifier using the identified differences further comprises:
   creating a session identifier entity using information contained in a configuration file to ensure a crawler can handle constructs accordingly.

8. A computer program product for identifying session identification information, the computer program product comprising:
   a computer recordable-type media containing computer executable program code stored thereon, the computer executable program code comprising:
   computer executable program code for initiating a recording;
   computer executable program code for performing an operation sequence of interest while recording;
computer executable program code for ceasing recording;

computer executable program code responsive to a determination the operation sequence of interest was successful, for saving information from the operation sequence of interest as recorded information;

computer executable program code for responsive to a determination a same operation sequence of interest was recorded, for comparing the recorded information from each operation sequence of interest;

computer executable program code for identifying differences in the recorded information to form identified differences; and

computer executable program code for constructing a session identifier using the identified differences.

9. The computer program product of claim 8 wherein computer executable program code for initiating a recording further comprises:

computer executable program code for selecting initiation from one of a manual initiation and a programmatic initiation, wherein programmatic initiation further comprises computer executable program code for monitoring for the operation sequence of interest and responsive to detection of the operation sequence of interest computer executable program code for initiating the recording.

10. The computer program product of claim 8 wherein computer executable program code for performing an operation sequence of interest while recording further comprises:

computer executable program code for performing a login sequence while recording;

computer executable program code for logging out; and

computer executable program code for replaying the login sequence to record a same login sequence, wherein the same login sequence is performed without user intervention.
11. The computer program product of claim 8 wherein computer executable program code for performing an operation sequence of interest while recording further comprises:

   computer executable program code for performing a set of operations by a user while crawling wherein the set of operations comprises one or more operations, including multi-step operations.

12. The computer program product of claim 8 wherein computer executable program code responsive to a determination the same operation sequence of interest was not recorded, further comprises computer executable program code for terminating a previous operation sequence of interest and initiating recording.

13. The computer program product of claim 8 wherein computer executable program code for identifying differences in the recorded information to form identified differences further comprises:

   computer executable program code for separating all elements of each operation sequence of interest in the recorded information using predefined information, including path delimiters and body delimiters contained in a configuration file; and
   computer executable program code for comparing corresponding elements of the recorded information from each operation sequence of interest.

14. The computer program product of claim 8 wherein computer executable program code for constructing a session identifier using the identified differences further comprises:

   computer executable program code for creating a session identifier entity using information contained in a configuration file to ensure a crawler can handle constructs accordingly.

15. An apparatus for identifying session identification information, the apparatus comprising:

   a communications fabric;
a memory connected to the communications fabric, wherein the memory contains computer executable program code;

a communications unit connected to the communications fabric;
an input/output unit connected to the communications fabric;
a display connected to the communications fabric; and

a processor unit connected to the communications fabric, wherein the processor unit executes the computer executable program code to direct the apparatus to:

initiate a recording;
perform an operation sequence of interest while recording;
cease recording;

responsive to a determination the operation sequence of interest was successful, save information from the operation sequence of interest as recorded information;

responsive to a determination a same operation sequence of interest was recorded, compare the recorded information from each operation sequence of interest;

identify differences in the recorded information to form identified differences; and

construct a session identifier using the identified differences.

16. The apparatus of claim 15 wherein the processor unit executes the computer executable program code to initiate a recording further directs the apparatus to:

select initiation from one of a manual initiation and a programmatic initiation, wherein programmatic initiation further comprises monitoring for the operation sequence of interest and responsive to detection of the operation sequence of interest initiating the recording.

17. The apparatus of claim 15 wherein the processor unit executes the computer executable program code to perform an operation sequence of interest while recording further directs the apparatus to:

perform a login sequence while recording;
log out; and
replay the login sequence to record a same login sequence, wherein the same login sequence is performed without user intervention.

18. The apparatus of claim 15 wherein the processor unit executes the computer executable program code to perform an operation sequence of interest while recording further directs the apparatus to:
   perform a set of operations by a user while crawling wherein the set of operations comprises one or more operations, including multi-step operations.

19. The apparatus of claim 15 wherein the processor unit executes the computer executable program code to identify differences in the recorded information to form identified differences further directs the apparatus to:
   separate all elements of each operation sequence of interest in the recorded information using predefined information, including path delimiters and body delimiters contained in a configuration file; and
   compare corresponding elements of the recorded information from each operation sequence of interest.

20. The apparatus of claim 15 wherein the processor unit executes the computer executable program code to construct a session identifier using the identified differences further directs the apparatus to:
   create a session identifier entity using information contained in a configuration file to ensure a crawler can handle constructs accordingly.
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Sequence 1

Request 1
GET https://www.site.com/bank/login.php HTTP/1.1
Cookie: PHPSESSIONID = c9bqcq9w97qgfq4w;

Request 2
POST https://www.site.com/GpJLFByIVprxP8Qky/bank/login.php HTTP/1.1
Cookie: PHPSESSIONID = c9bqcq9w97qgfq4w;
[sessionid]:[qxp9mt3ohyoq54q3tocJDS] [user]:[jsmith][password]:[Demo1234]

Request 3
GET https://www.site.com/GpJLFByIVprxP8Qky/bank/main.php HTTP/1.1
Cookie: PHPSESSIONID = c9bqcq9w97qgfq4w;

Sequence 2

Request 1
GET https://www.site.com/bank/login.php HTTP/1.1
Cookie: PHPSESSIONID = caksvkOACSCACC00d2kkqbd;

Request 2
POST https://www.site.com/ceJ6rXGqzdZ1p9/bank/login.php HTTP/1.1
Cookie: PHPSESSIONID = caksvkOACSCACC00d2kkqbd;
[sessionid]:[sdhaovhoaovwoe0290201o9f],[user]:[jsmith],[password]:[Demo1234]

Request 3
GET https://www.site.com/ceJ6rXGqzdZ1p9/bank/main.php HTTP/1.1
Cookie: PHPSESSIONID = caksvkOACSCACC00d2kkqbd;
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